Consent Agenda

1. Changing Graduation Requirements in a Major/Minor - CHM
   a. General Chemistry (7031)
   b. Chemical Management (7032)
   c. Research Chemistry (7034)
   d. Premedical Chemistry (7036)

2. Adding a New Course to the Curriculum - HUM
   a. HUM 1020
   b. HUM 1021

3. Changing Restrictions or Credits in a Course - MAE
   a. MAE 3064
   b. MAE 2081
   c. MAE 4281

4. Changing Restrictions or Credits in a Course - BIO
   a. BIO 4530

5. Changing Restrictions or Credits in a Course - ENS
   a. ENS 4300

Other:

6. University Experience - University Catalog flow charts – Charlotte Young
7. Review of UGCC Web page
8. Consideration – UGCC vice-chair
9. Consideration – voting replies – directly to chair
10. Summer UGCC activity - CON courses